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corporate accountability 109–31
further research, directions for 130–31
Human Rights Council resolution for international treaty 110–11
international environmental law 121–5
CBD international standards 123
environmental responsibility of businesses, development of 121
indigenous peoples, rights of 124–5
obligations on businesses under international instruments 121–2
substantive environmental standards 122–3
UNDRIP 124
international human rights law 116–20
UN Framework – Guiding Principles 119
UN Framework on Business and Human Rights 116–17, 118–20
UN Norms on Responsibility of Transnational Corporations 116, 117–18
international investment law 111–16
draft UN code of conduct on transnational corporations 111–13, 121–2
Global Compact 114–16, 121–2
OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises 113–14, 121–2
international monitoring 125–9
IFC Performance Standards, under 128–9
OECD Guidelines, under 126–8
UN Framework, under 125
UN Global Compact, under 125–6, 347
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MNEs and States, relationships between 109–10
control over MNEs 110
transnational litigation, issues with 110
corporate social responsibility 164–5
codes of conduct, definition of 346
mining operations 346
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international law and resource related conflicts 98–106
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role for international law 99
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problem of becoming subject of international law attention 86
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structural reforms, promoting 101–2
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Council of Europe 82
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courts and tribunals, law-making by 461–4
International Court of Justice 461–2
Law of the Sea Tribunal and UNCLOS
arbitral powers 462–4
Permanent Court of Arbitration 462
cultural heritage 457
cultural landscapes 456
definition of 212–13, 457
value of 457
decolonization 30, 157, 391
sovereignty, after 3
direct taking 209–10
African Convention 210
Bern Convention 210
CMS 209–10
taking, definition of 210
dispute settlement see international dispute settlement
economic law see international economic law
ecosystem approach 318, 445
sustainable use resource management, and 18
UN Fish Stocks Agreement 190, 374
energy
bioenergy 291
biofuels see biofuels
petroleum activities see oil and gas
renewable energy see renewable energy
Energy Charter Treaty 246, 505–6
environmental awareness/protection
common environmental concerns 11–14
collective responsibility to act 13
conservation of biodiversity 12
conservationist/managerial approaches to environmental stewardship 5–6
domestic and international law, and 35
erga omnes obligations 12–13
legal consequences of common concern 12–13
legal duty of cooperation 13
sovereignty functional to general interest in environmental protection 13–14
State sovereignty, transcending 14
State’s freedom of action, limiting 12
territorial sovereignty, preserving 12
duty of environmental protection 7
economic development, and 6
environmental impact assessments see environmental impact assessments
environmental interdependencies 6
environmental movement, international 5–6
environmental problems, global nature of 4
environmental standards, sovereignty and see environmental standards and sovereignty constraints
equitable and reasonable use, principle of 11
international agenda, on 5
sustainable development see sustainable development
environmental impact assessments
Arctic, in 357
CBD 151
guidance in COP decisions 151–2
impact assessment obligations, growth of 82–3
inadequacy in large-scale land concessions 152
international conventions on 335
international human rights law, and 142
mining 334–5
environmental law see international environmental law
environmental standards and sovereignty constraints 14–24
activities involving transboundary damage and beyond 15–17
‘no harm’ rule placing limit on permanent sovereignty principle 15–16
obligation not to cause harm to areas beyond national jurisdiction 16–17
obligation on States to protect own environment 17
prevention, duty/principle of 16–17
constraints on sovereignty: no international interest in resource protection 23–4
extra-territorial application of domestic measures 14–15
international interest in resource protection, cases of 17–22
biodiversity, sustainable use of 19–20
law of the sea/UNCLOS obligations 20
sustainable use and customary international law 22
sustainable use and development and commonality of interest 17–18
sustainable use and global regulatory regimes 19–20
sustainable use and regional or local regulatory regimes 20–1
environmental treaty bodies, law-making by 466–7
Espoo Convention 335
air pollution 336
Arctic, and 357
European Charter on Fundamental Rights 460
European Court of Human Rights
cultural rights 80
procedural fairness 83
right to property 141
European Landscape Convention 213–14
Council of Europe, developed within
framework of 213
importance of landscapes 206
landscape, definition of 214
objectives 213–14
use of landscapes 214
European Union
biofuels policy 293–4
energy security strategy/renewable energy
commitment to renewable energy 275, 276
national support schemes 278–9
natural gas disputes, effects of 275–6
new 2030 regime 277–8
success of renewables targets 276–7
transport sector, increasing share of
renewable energy used by 293–4
illegal logging and trade 167–70
FLEGT Action Plan to address illegal
timber 168–9
Timber Regulation 169
landscapes 212–16
European Landscape Convention 213–14
other European instruments addressing
landscape use 214–16
minerals/conflict minerals
management of mining waste, measures
regulating 336
plans for self-certification scheme for
sourcing minerals 332–3
Financial Action Task Force: asset recovery
and money-laundering 96
Fish Stocks Agreement see UN Fish Stocks
Agreement
fisheries 178–97
angling 199
aquaculture
FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible
Fisheries 196
increase in production 178–9
international law 195–6
Arctic, in 362–3
EEZ, fisheries management in 184–90
enforcement and dispute settlement
189–90
fisheries management parameters 185–6
total allowable catch (TAC) 185, 186
maximum sustainable yield (MSY) 185–6
special rules concerning particular
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freshwater fisheries 181–2
exclusive jurisdiction of the State 181
transboundary rivers and lakes 181–2
high seas fisheries see high seas fisheries
importance of 178–9
aquaculture production, increase in 178–9
employment, creating 179
fish consumption, increase in 179
global capture fishery production 178
stock assessments, differences in 179–80
unsustainable fisheries management
179–80
international legal regime of fisheries
181–96
freshwater fisheries under international
law 181–2
marine fisheries under international law
182–91
other areas of international law, impact of
191–6
marine fisheries under international law
182–91
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management in 183–4
EEZ, fisheries management in 184–90
management-oriented approach
interrelated with zonal approach 182
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190–91
other areas of international law, impact of
191–6
aquaculture under international law
195–6
human rights 194–5
international environmental law 191–2
WTO law 192–4
outlook 196–7
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
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Flag State performance, Voluntary
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non-binding 378
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Multilateral System of Access and Benefit-sharing 228–30, 231
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structural and dynamic perspectives 27
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voluntary goals and objectives 159
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private sector mechanisms to assure customers/buyers 169
scale and drivers 167–8
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corporate social responsibility 164–5
extraction, impacts of 165–6
failure of sustainable use 22
goals 163–4
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definition of high seas 372
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sovereignty, and 8
high seas fisheries 369–89
Arctic, in 362–3
biological diversity 384–8
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marine protected areas 386, 387–8
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current regulatory regime for high seas fisheries 372–9
FAO Code of Conduct and other non-binding instruments 378–9
FAO Compliance Agreement 377–8
Fish Stocks Agreement and role of RFMOs 374–7
UNCLOS 372–4
evolution of high seas fisheries 370–72
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expansive notion of freedom of high seas under pressure 371
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illegal, unreported, unregulated (IUU) fishing, solutions for 371
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Flag State performance, Voluntary Guidelines for 379
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IUU fishing, preventing 378–9
key provisions 378
non-binding 378
precautionary principle 378
FAO Compliance Agreement addressing problem of ‘re-flagging’ 377
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high seas fisheries, regulatory regime for 374–7
international cooperation, mechanisms for 375
port States’ rights and duties 377
precautionary approach 190, 191, 374–5
RFMOs 375–7
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international trade measures and market-based controls 379–84
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trade measures and market-based controls, international 379–84
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endangered species, restricting trade in endangered species, restricting trade in
exceptions from WTO trade obligations
targeting subsidies that maintain excess capacity
trade-based sanctions
unilateral measures
UNCLOS
definition of high seas
exclusive jurisdiction of Flag State
MSY, securing
obligation to cooperate
housing, right to adequate
forced evictions and relocations
secure land rights, and
human rights
biofuels, and
fisheries
food see food, right to
housing see housing, right to adequate
indigenous peoples see under indigenous peoples
law see international human rights law
natural resources, and see human rights and natural resources
nature of
property rights
fisheries
land see land
self-determination, right to see self-determination
human rights and natural resources
corruption, and
cultural rights
limiting rights of States and investors
limiting rights of States to dispose of natural resources
neglected category of human rights, as sharing benefits from genetic resources
food, right to
conversion of arable land to biofuel production, impacts of
food-importing countries farming land in developing countries, effects of
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indigenous peoples and local communities, human rights of
human rights limiting sovereign right of States
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water
biofuels, right to water and
individualizing international water law
international investment disputes on water services
obligations on States to protect freshwater resources
right to water
water as vital human need
Human Rights Committee cultural rights
Human Rights Council
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climate negotiations, and 490–91
global-warming, and 489
Montreal Protocol, role of 490, 491
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relevant treaties not addressing 489
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Arctic, in 352
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subsistence harvesting 355
biofuels, and 290–91, 293
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biofuels 290–91, 293
distinct identities recognized under 224–5
representations on behalf of 162
corporate accountability 124–5
forest-dependent peoples’ rights
international law, and 161–2
REDD+ 175–6
VGGT 161
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customary legal systems informing resource management 157, 158
deforestation, impact of 156
de jure property rights removed by colonisation 157
discrimination against 162
forest-dependent peoples’ rights 161–2, 175–6
State ownership over forest resources, effect of 158
genetic resources
biocultural rights 224–5, 239
indigenous peoples’ distinct identities recognized 224–5
human rights 68–9, 72–4
cultural rights, foreign investment and 80–81
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limiting sovereign rights of States 72

protecting against adverse conservationist policies 73–4
right to food/natural resources 77–8
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human rights: land
benefit-sharing arrangements 142
consultation 143
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adoption 266
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increased international cooperation 267–8
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pollution
air pollution 336
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multi-stakeholder partnerships 269–71
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